Speech perception is a complex problem that skilled listeners overcome effortlessly. To identify phoneme categories, listeners must integrate dozens of transient acoustic cues and cope with variability because of talker, coarticulation, and speaking rate. Infants and children face an additional and more difficult problem: They must learn the sound categories and words of their language while simultaneously confronting the difficult perceptual problem faced by adults.
The canonical view is that children acquire the speech categories of their language early, by around 24 months (Kuhl, Conboy, Padden, Nelson, & Pruitt, 2005; Werker & Curtin, 2005) . However, more recent studies suggest development throughout childhood (Hazan & Barrett, 2000; Nittrouer, 2002; Nittrouer & Miller, 1997; Slawinski & Fitzgerald, 1998) . These studies leave open the question of how late this development continues, and what aspects of speech perception are still developing. These studies appear to show children forming more discrete categories over development. Yet, this conflicts with the consensus that adult speech categories are gradient, and this gradiency is helpful for perception (Andruski, Blumstein, & Burton, 1994; McMurray et al., 2002; Miller, O'Rourke, & Volaitis, 1997) . The present study extends this investigation of older children's speech perception to understand precisely which aspects of speech perception develop. Given the age at which these developments are occurring, this has important implications for the kinds of developmental processes involved in acquiring the phonology of language.
The Development of Speech Categorization
An early developmental problem in language acquisition is determining the number and structure of the phonological categories in the language. English-learning babies must learn to distinguish /r/ and /l/, but not /t/ and /t/ (a dental /t/ made with the tongue at the teeth). Japanese learning infants do not need to discriminate either contrast, and Hindi learning infants must eventually discriminate both. A wealth of research suggests this problem is solved early. By 6 months, infants can discriminate many of the speech contrasts used across the world's languages (Kuhl, 1979; Werker & Tees, 1984) . By roughly the first birthday, this ability narrows to encompass mostly native-language contrasts (Kuhl et al., 2006; Tsuji & Cristia, 2014; Werker & Polka, 1993 ; though see Best, McRoberts, & Sithole, 1988; Eilers & Minifie, 1975; Narayan, Werker, & Beddor, 2010) , and the ability to discriminate native contrasts is enhanced (Galle & McMurray, 2014; Kuhl et al., 2006; Tsuji & Cristia, 2014) . There are additional changes in the second year (Dietrich, Swingley, & Werker, 2007; Hay, Graf Estes, Wang, & Saffran, 2015; Rost & McMurray, 2010) , as children learn which acoustic dimensions are relevant for language. These abilities-what Hay et al. (2015) term "interpretive narrowing"-converge on the native language by 24 months. This body of work has led to the canonical view that speech categories are stable and native-like by 24 months.
The early development of these skills constrains the mechanisms that might underlie this development. During infancy, there are neither robust speech production abilities, nor many words in the lexicon to shape perceptual development. This argues for some form of perceptual or statistical learning, based on the acoustic signal alone (Jusczyk, 1993; Kuhl et al., 2005; Werker & Curtin, 2005) . The most prominent theories (de Boer & Kuhl, 2003; Maye, Werker, & Gerken, 2002; McMurray, Aslin, & Toscano, 2009) suggest that infants attend to the statistical distribution of phonetic cues and use the clustering of cue values to identify categories.
Speech Perception in Older Children
Several studies of preschool-and school-age children challenge the view that speech perception develops early (Bernstein, 1983; Hazan & Barrett, 2000; Nittrouer, 1992 Nittrouer, , 2002 Nittrouer & Miller, 1997; Nittrouer & Studdert-Kennedy, 1987; Slawinski & Fitzgerald, 1998) . These studies typically use paradigms in which children label tokens from a continuum spanning two phonemes. For example, the most important cue for categorizing a sound as voiced (e.g., /b, d, g/) or voiceless (e.g., /p, t, k/) is voice onset time (VOT), which reflects the time difference between release of the lips or tongue and the onset of laryngeal voicing. In English, voiced sounds like /b, d, g/ show low VOTs near 0 ms, and voiceless sounds are indicated by VOTs near 50 ms. Typical studies with older children manipulate VOT in small steps and ask listeners to categorize each token as /b/ or /p/ in order to precisely characterize categorization.
Many studies using this approach examine how children's ability to weight and combine different cues develop (e.g., use of VOT and secondary cues like pitch; Bernstein, 1983; Nittrouer & Studdert-Kennedy, 1987) . These suggest an extended period of learning which cues are important. However, even studies focusing on single cues (Hazan & Barrett, 2000; Slawinski & Fitzgerald, 1998) show steeper identification functions over development (Figure 1 ). These studies vary in when they see developmental change, with some revealing change up to age 6 (Nittrouer, 2002; Nittrouer & Studdert-Kennedy, 1987; Slawinski & Fitzgerald, 1998) , but with others showing later changes (Hazan & Barrett, 2000; Nittrouer, 2004) .
Continued development after infancy raises the possibility that other developmental mechanisms (beyond bottom-up learning) drive speech development. For example, a growing lexicon (Feldman, Griffiths, Goldwater, & Morgan, 2013; Metsala & Walley, 1998) or phoneme awareness training during reading instruction (Dich & Cohn, 2013) could both alter phoneme categorization. To build such a theoretical account, however, we must answer a critical question: What exactly is changing with development? That is, when we observe a steeper categorization slope over development, what changes in perception and language are responsible?
The canonical view is that shallow identification slopes in younger listeners reflect more gradient (less discrete) representations of categories. Increasingly categorical responding with age is consistent with classic thinking that discrete categories support better perception. However, this creates a puzzle. The current standard view in adult speech perception is that speech categories are gradient (Andruski et al., 1994; McMurray et al., 2002; Miller et al., 1997) , and this makes perception more flexible (Kapnoula, Winn, Kong, Edwards, & McMurray, 2017; McMurray, Tanenhaus, & Aslin, 2009) . In this light, children appear to develop toward a discrete mode of categorization that is neither observed nor ideal in adults.
Categorical or Gradient Speech Perception?
Work using goodness ratings suggests adult speech categories reflect a graded prototype structure , with some cue values (e.g., specific VOTs) being better exemplars of a category than others. Such gradiency is even observed in infants (Galle & McMurray, 2014; McMurray & Aslin, 2005; Miller & Eimas, 1996) . Gradiency likely derives from developmental history, reflecting the gradient statistical distributions of speech cues (Clayards, Tanenhaus, Aslin, & Jacobs, 2008; McMurray & FarrisTrimble, 2012; Miller & Volaitis, 1989) .
Gradient categories may play a number of functional roles (Kapnoula et al., 2017) . They could help listeners calibrate the degree of commitment to a phoneme category to the likelihood that that phoneme is the correct interpretation: when the input is near prototypical values listeners should commit fully, but when it is more ambiguous it may be helpful to be more cautious. This helps listeners "hedge" their bets, keeping options open when the input is ambiguous in case they need to revise an earlier decision (McMurray, Tanenhaus, et al., 2009) . Gradiency also implies a more fine-grained analysis of within-category details, enabling listeners to get more out of the signal, such as coarticulatory Figure 1 . Schematic results from phoneme decision experiments. Here participants heard tokens from a voice onset time (VOT) continua spanning /b/ and /p/ and decided whether each one was /b/ or /p/. Typical studies observe that the slope of the function (at the transition region) gets steeper (more step-like) with age. This document is copyrighted by the American Psychological Association or one of its allied publishers.
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information that can help them anticipate future sounds (Gow, 2001) . Indeed, Kapnoula et al. (2017) recently showed that listeners who are more gradient are also better at integrating secondary cues. If listeners should be striving for more gradient representations, what should we make of steeper (less gradient) categorization slopes with development? One possibility is that the slope of categorization function may not reflect the nature of the categories used in perception (See Online Supplemental Material S1, for a conceptual model). A shallower slope could also reflect noisier encoding of acoustic cues like VOT, even if the structure of the category (the way cue values are mapped to categories) was discrete. For example, if a VOT of 18 ms (a /b/, but near the boundary of /b/ and /p/) is occasionally encoded as 24 ms (/p/), this would result in more /p/ responses. However, if a 0-ms VOT was miscoded as 8, this would not change the category (both are /b/'s). Thus, noise in cue encoding could flatten the function near the boundary. Development may then derive from reductions in encoding noise, not changes in category structure.
The converse is also true. Even if listeners had a gradient mapping (e.g., their mapping reflected the fact that a 0-ms VOT is 100% /b/, but an 18 ms is 60%), they must map this gradient phoneme activation to the responses in the experiment. Older listeners may choose the highest probability category on every trial ("winner take all," which may be optimal: Nearey & Hogan, 1986), while younger listeners might probability match, choosing different options for that same VOT from trial to trial to reflect this uncertainty. Under this view, developmental change is outside of speech perception, but in the response system (perhaps part of a cognitive control system) that maps phonological activation to experimental responding.
The point of both of these examples that a shallower or steeper phoneme categorization slope in a Two-Alternative Forced Choice (2AFC) task may not entirely reflect the structure of the child's phoneme categories. What is needed is a way to isolate gradiency in the underlying mappings from cues to categories. One source of evidence for gradiency in adult speech comes from work using eye-tracking in the visual world paradigm (VWP; Tanenhaus, Spivey-Knowlton, Eberhard, & Sedivy, 1995) to examine speech categorization (McMurray, Aslin, Tanenhaus, Spivey, & Subik, 2008; McMurray et al., 2002) . This may offer ways to isolate category structure. McMurray et al. (2002) presented adults with speech continua spanning two words (e.g., bear/pear), who selected the referent of the word they heard from a screen containing the endpoints of the continuum and unrelated items. The overt decisions are analogous to standard phoneme identification decisions and showed the typically steep slope. While subjects performed this task, eye movements to the referents were monitored. Eye movements are generated as early as 200 ms after word onset, with multiple looks over the trial, reflecting listeners' unfolding commitment to possible interpretations. As VOT approached the boundary, participants made increasing looks to the competitor (see Figure 2A for a schematic). This was true even in a conservative analytic approach that examined only trials in which the listener responded "correctly" for a given stimulus (relative to their personal boundary). Thus, evidence of gradiency could be seen even though all trials in the analysis were categorized identically.
This version of the VWP may isolate developmental changes in the gradiency of the underlying cue¡category mapping (the structure of the category) from differences in cue encoding or the response system. Under a noisy cue encoding approach, a shallow identification slope comes from the trials in which the VOT was 18 ms (/b/) but misheard as 24 ms (/p/). However, those trials would receive the incorrect response and be excluded from this analysis. Similarly, if changes in the slope derive from how graded phoneme activation is linked to the response, eye-tracking may reveal the true structure of the category, because it is more implicit. Thus, if developmental changes derive solely from noisy cue encoding or differences in decision-level processes, when we minimize their effects with this approach there should be few developmental differences in gradiency. Conversely, if the underlying mappings are developing, we may observe that children become more or less gradient with development.
Lexical Processes
This application of the VWP raises an additional potential locus for development: lexical development. Lexical and perceptual processes are difficult to divorce: Work in adults suggests preliminary states of categorization cascade immediately to lexical access (Andruski et al., 1994; McMurray et al., 2002; Utman, Blumstein, & Burton, 2000) . Thus, lexical development may contribute to what looks like development of speech categorization. In McMurray et al. (2002) , and many studies with children (e.g., Hazan & Barrett, 2000; Nittrouer, 2004; Slawinski & Fitzgerald, 1998) , this is even more likely as the stimuli are familiar words (e.g., beach/ peach).
Lexical access is thought to be based on competition (Dahan & Magnuson, 2006; Weber & Scharenborg, 2012) . As the input arrives, multiple words that partially match the signal are briefly active (e.g., as listeners hears peach, they activate peak, beach, and peel [etc.] ). These words compete as the input unfolds, until one This document is copyrighted by the American Psychological Association or one of its allied publishers. This article is intended solely for the personal use of the individual user and is not to be disseminated broadly.
remains. A wealth of evidence documents growth in the efficiency of lexical competition during late infancy (Fernald, Perfors, & Marchman, 2006; Law, Mahr, Schneeberg, & Edwards, 2017; Zangl, Klarman, Thal, Fernald, & Bates, 2005) . More relevant, Rigler et al. (2015) showed changes between 9 and 16 years of age (and see Sekerina & Brooks, 2007) . They show increasing efficiency of activating the target and faster suppression of competitor with development. Given the close links between speech perception and word recognition, lexical development may explain some changes in speech perception. In particular, lexical inhibition (Dahan, Magnuson, Tanenhaus, & Hogan, 2001) , by which more active words suppress less active competitors, could act in much the same way as the response system described previously to "clean up" more ambiguous phoneme level activation.
Present Study
This study used the McMurray et al. (2002) paradigm to test three age groups in a cross-sectional design: 7-to 8-, 12-to 13-, and 17-to 18-year-olds. Children heard tokens from several speech continua (e.g., bear/pear) and selected the referent from a screen containing both endpoints and an unrelated minimal pair (e.g., sip/ship). Eye movements were monitored to measure how strongly each word was considered over time. In addition to voicing (VOT), we also examined fricative place of articulation (s/͐), because several studies document changes in fricative perception during these years (Hazan & Barrett, 2000; Nittrouer, 2002; Nittrouer & Miller, 1997) .
A few studies have used this paradigm to examine individual (but not developmental) differences (McMurray, Farris-Trimble, Seedorff, & Rigler, 2016; McMurray, Munson, & Tomblin, 2014) . These studies generally interpret the slope of competitor functions ( Figure 2 ) as a marker of the structure of the mapping between cues and categories and the overall height as a marker of the degree of lexical competition over and above differences in speech perception. As in prior work, we analyzed eye movements relative to each child's own boundary and to their response, to minimize the role of differences in encoding noise and the response system on this assessment of category structure and lexical competition. We addressed two critical questions:
(1) What is the developmental time course of the sharpening of phonetic categories? We examined the mouseclicking responses similar to standard phoneme decision tasks. As in prior studies (Hazan & Barrett, 2000) , we expected steeper categorization slopes with development (Figure 1 ), though we tested a larger age range. It is important that we extended this by constructing an analogue of identification curves from the fixation record to capture categorization as it unfolds over milliseconds before the response. This more sensitive measure of categorization slope may reveal later development than seen previously. As real-world language unfolds at a high rate, the preliminary states of processing tapped by this measure may provide a better view of the skills that children actually bring to bear during real language processing. Figure 2B ). Given that adults are gradient (Andruski et al., 1994; McMurray et al., 2002) , older children are not likely to be fully categorical, but there is room for even more gradiency in young children. Third, the opposite pattern is possible: Younger children may show less sensitivity to within-category detail and become more gradient with age ( Figure 2C ). This would seem to conflict with a shallower categorization slope in young children (though this could derive from noise or response system changes). In this case, increasing sensitivity to fine-grained differences in speech cues may ultimately enable a sharper and more confident end-state decision. This is supported by a recent meta-analysis of studies of VOT discrimination in infancy which found a steady increase in within-category discrimination over the first year (Galle & McMurray, 2014) . Finally, we also expected to see changes in lexical competition (Rigler et al., 2015) , with heightened competition for younger listeners. Absent changes in category structure, this would appear as the pattern in Figure 2D , where the effect of VOT (or frication step) is the same in younger and older participants, but younger participants show more activation overall for competitors. This hypothesis is not mutually exclusive of the other hypotheses.
Method Participants
Seventy-six children participated in this experiment. We tested three age-groups: 7-to 8-year-olds (N ϭ 25), 12-to 13-year-olds (N ϭ 26), and 17-to 18-year-olds (N ϭ 25). Two in the middle group were excluded for difficulties with the eye-tracker. Children were recruited using mass e-mails to the University of Iowa community and the University of Iowa Hospital newsletter, in accordance with the university human subject protocols (University of Iowa IRB# 201207756, Language Processing in Adolescents and Children) . Participants were compensated $15/hr. Sample size was determined by computing minimum detectable effects for a given sample. Although there is no closed solution for power in mixed models (the intended statistical approach), we approximated it with a mixed analysis of variance (ANOVA; widely assumed to be less sensitive), with age group (three levels, between) and VOT (four levels, as in the final analyses reported here, within). Assuming ␣ ϭ .05, ␤ ϭ .8, ϭ .5, and N ϭ 25/group, this led to an MDE of d ϭ .296 for the effect of VOT, d ϭ .579 for the age effect, and d ϭ .301 for an interaction. This document is copyrighted by the American Psychological Association or one of its allied publishers.
Participants reported normal hearing and were native monolingual English speakers. All children were typically developing with normal or corrected-to-normal vision by parent report. We ran a small battery of language and nonverbal assessments to quantify individual differences. A hearing screening was conducted on all participants. Sixty-eight participants passed the hearing screening with better than 25 dB hearing at four frequencies (500, 1,000, 2,000, 4,000 Hz). Six participants failed only at the 500 Hz frequency (all at 30 dB). Because this was below the threshold for clinical intervention, they were retained. One participant failed at all frequencies and all degrees of loudness but was able to communicate naturally, indicating a lack of understanding of the audiogram; he was retained.
Standardized Assessments
We assessed receptive vocabulary with the Peabody Picture Vocabulary Test (PPVT-IV; Dunn & Dunn, 2007) . This was not available for one participant (in the 7-to 8-year-old group). To measure overall language, we administered two subtests (Recalling Sentences and Understanding Spoken Paragraphs) of the Clinical Evaluation of Language Fundamentals (CELF-4; Semel, Wiig, & Secord, 2006) . The Understanding Spoken Paragraphs subtest was not administered to the 7-to 8-year-olds because this it is not normed for these ages. CELF scores were not available for five participants (all in the 7-to 8-year-old group). To assess nonverbal IQ, we administered the Block Design and Matrix Reasoning subtests of the Wechsler Abbreviated Scale of Intelligence (WASI-II; Wechsler & Hsiao-pin, 2011) . Matrix reasoning scores were not available for four participants (in the 7-to 8-year-old group), and Block Design scores were not available for two participants (in the 7-to 8-year-old group) because of time constraints.
All three age groups were within the normal range (Table 1) , and no child scored below a standard score of 90 on the PPVT or 82.5 on the CELF. We conducted one-way ANOVAs to assess differences among the age-groups in standard scores, with follow-up tests comparing adjacent ages. We found a significant effect of age on PPVT, F(2, 72) ϭ 5.9, p ϭ .004, with differences between 12-and 13-year-olds and 17-to 18-year-olds, t(70) ϭ 2.3, p ϭ .022, but not between the 7-to 8-year-olds and 12-to 13-year-olds (t Ͻ 1). We did not find a significant effect for CELF, F(2, 68) ϭ 2.0, p ϭ .144. However, there was a significant effect for WASI, F(2, 71) ϭ 3.6, p ϭ .032, with 7-to 8-year-olds performing higher than the 12-to 13-year-olds, t(69) ϭ 2.64, p ϭ .01), but no difference between the older groups (t Ͻ 1). Overall, scores were average or above and group differences were not in the same direction across ages, nor seen in all measures. Thus, groups were reasonably balanced. To guard against spurious group differences, however, we included these scores as covariates in our analysis.
Design
This experiment used six minimal pairs differing in fricative place of articulation (/s/ vs. /͐/: shack/sack, shave/save, self/shelf, sign/shine, sip/ship, and sock/shock) and six differing in voicing (/b/ vs. /p/: beach/peach, bear/pear, bet/pet, bin/pin, bug/pug, and bump/pump). Minimal pairs were real words that were easily portrayed in pictures and likely known by the youngest age-group. For each pair, an eight-step continuum was constructed. On each trial, participants heard one token and selected the referent from a screen containing both endpoints of the target continuum, and those of a continuum from the other class. Thus, a fricative pair served as unrelated foils on voiced trials, and vice versa. To avoid emphasizing the relationship between members of a minimal pair, the pairing of specific voicing and fricative pairs was fixed throughout the experiment and randomly selected for each participant. Each continuum step was heard six times, resulting in 2 (continua types) ϫ 6 (continua) ϫ 8 steps ϫ 6 reps ϭ 576 trials.
Stimuli
Auditory stimuli were constructed from natural recordings using techniques similar to McMurray et al. (2016) . These were based on recordings of a male native English-speaker with a standard Midwest dialect, recorded in a sound-attenuated room with a Kay CSL 4300B at 44.1 kHz. Multiple exemplars of each word were recorded in a carrier phrase (He said X). Target words were then isolated from the phrase to construct the continua.
VOT continua were created using progressive cross-splicing (McMurray et al., 2008) . One exemplar of each endpoint was selected that best matched on pitch, duration, and formant frequencies. Next, a predetermined duration was deleted from the onset of the voiced token (e.g., beach) and replaced with the corresponding segment from the voiceless token (peach). This was done at approximately 8-ms increments, with splice points at the closest zero-crossings. This led to eight-step continua ranging from 0 to 56 ms of VOT.
Fricative continua were created using a spectrum-shifting technique developed by Galle, 2014, and McMurray et al., 2016 (See Online Supplemental Material S2, for a more thorough description). This was done by first extracting the frication from the original recordings and computing the long-term average spectra of those segments. Spectra were then shifted (in frequency space) in eight equal steps, and the final fricatives were constructed by filtering white noise through these shifted spectra. Code is available at https://osf.io/vz6wp/.
Visual stimuli were developed by using a standard laboratory procedure to ensure representative images of the auditory stimuli. For each word, several images were selected from a clipart database, and a focus group of graduate and undergraduate students determined the most prototypical image. These images were then edited to minimize visual distractions, use more prototypical colors or other features, and ensure a uniform style. Each image was approved by one of three members of the laboratory with extensive experience using the VWP. This article is intended solely for the personal use of the individual user and is not to be disseminated broadly.
Procedure
Stimuli were presented over Bose loudspeakers amplified by a Sony STR-DE197 amplifier. Volume was initially set at 70 dB, and participants adjusted it to a comfortable level during a brief training. A padded chin rest, 29" from the screen, minimized head movements.
After obtaining informed consent, participants were seated in front of a 1,280 ϫ 1,024 17" computer monitor. The experimenter adjusted the chin rest to a comfortable position. Children were told that they could relax during breaks (every 32 trials) but were to return to the chin rest during testing. The researcher then calibrated the eye-tracker, and verbal instructions were given. Before testing, participants completed an eight-trial training to become familiar with the task and adjust the volume if needed. Auditory and visual stimuli in training differed from those in testing. Participants then completed a second phase of training to familiarize themselves with the visual stimuli. During this phase, participants advanced through each of the 24 images paired with the written word and a natural auditory recording.
On each testing trial, participants saw four pictures (one in each corner) with a small red circle in the center of the screen. Images were 300 ϫ 300 pixels, 50 pixels from the edge of the screen. Trials started with a 500-ms preview so participants were aware which pictures were present on that trial and their locations, minimizing the role of visual search on subsequent eye movements. After 500 ms, the circle turned blue and the participant clicked on it to hear the stimulus. Subjects then clicked on the corresponding image using the mouse. Participants were encouraged to take their time and perform the task naturally.
Eye-Movement Recording and Analysis
Eye movements were recorded by using a SR Research Eyelink 1000 desktop-mounted eye-tracker. Eye movements were recorded at 500 Hz and down-sampled to 250 Hz for analysis. The standard nine-point calibration was used. A drift correction procedure was conducted every 32 trials to account for the natural drift in the eye-track. If the participant failed a drift correction, the eye-tracker was immediately recalibrated. Eye movements were automatically classified into saccades, fixations, and blinks using the default Eyelink parameters. Events were grouped into "looks," which began at the onset of the saccade and ended at the end of the subsequent fixation (McMurray et al., 2008) . Trials were variable length (ending when the participant made a response). To cope with this, the eye-movement record was fixed to 3,000 ms; for trials ending before then, the last fixation was extended to 3,000 ms; for trials ending after 3,000 ms, the fixation record was truncated. Image boundaries were extended by 100 pixels to account for noise in the eye-track. This did not result in any overlap in the regions of interest.
Results

1
The first analysis examined mouse-click data, analogous to phoneme identification tasks. The second developed an analogue of identification data from the eye movements to examine how identification unfolds over time. These analyses address Question 1, the developmental time-period over which speech categorization sharpens. The third analysis examined looking as a function of the continuum step controlling for the participant's own category boundary and their response on each trial. This identified developmental changes in the gradient mapping between cues and categories (Question 2). A final analysis reported in Supplement S4, available online as supplemental data, examines the detailed timecourse of lexical competition. All analyses investigated standardized test scores as moderators. Given missing data and the collinearity between measures, the four language measures (two CELF subtests, PPVT and EVT) were averaged into a composite language score. For one participant with no language scores, we used the mean of her age group (7-to 8-year-olds).
Identification
Stop voicing. Trials in which the participant selected a nonb/p word were eliminated (7-to 8-year-olds: 30 trials, M ϭ 1.30 trials/participant; 12-to 13-year-olds: 30 trials; M ϭ 1.25 trials/ participant; 17-to 18-year-olds: 6 trials, M ϭ 0.24 trials/participant). Figure 3A shows the proportion /p/ responses by step and age group. All three age groups successfully categorized the stimuli, with asymptotic performance near 0 (for low VOTs) and 1 (for high VOTs) and a boundary near Step 3 (ϳ15 ms of VOT). There was a small shift in the slope as well, with shallower slopes for younger children. With proportional data, however, differences in the slope of the average could derive from variability in boundaries among individuals. If each subject had a steep slope, but younger listeners showed more boundary variability, the group slope could appear shallower. At analysis, this was handled with logistic regression, which accounts for this on a subject-by-subject basis. For visualization, we recomputed the identification results as a function distance from each participants' own estimated boundary using a procedure described in the section The Development of Within-Category Sensitivity (relative step or rStep). Figure 3B shows this small shift in slope is still present in this more conservative analysis.
These data were analyzed with a binomial mixed effects model using lme4 (version 1.1-12) in R (ver 3.3.1; see Supplement S3, available online as supplemental data, for an analysis which directly estimates slopes using curvefitting). Fixed effects included step (centered), two contrast codes for age group, and the Step ϫ Age Group interaction(s). The first age code contrasted young (7-to 8-year-olds) and middle (12-to 13-year-olds.; Ϫ1/ϩ1, old ϭ 0, centered). The second contrasted middle and old (17-to 18-yearolds; Ϫ1/ϩ1, young ϭ 0, centered). Language (centered) was also included. Potential random effects included participant and item. We compared random effect structures using Akaike Information Criteria (AIC) to find the best fit for the data. The optimal random effects structure included a random intercept of subject and item and a random slope of step on subject and word. We dropped 1 Initially, this study collected data on 58 children. Data were analyzed and submitted for publication. Between study design and submission, however, many top-tier journals began requiring a minimum sample size. Thus, we initiated a second round of additional data collection in spring 2017, which is reported here. Because this violates best practices in null hypothesis testing, for scientific and statistical openness, the original methods and results are posted in a public repository (https://osf.io/mqe h4/). There are no differences in the conclusions. This document is copyrighted by the American Psychological Association or one of its allied publishers.
covariance terms between the intercept and slope on subject to avoid nonconvergence. The final formula is shown in Equation 1:
Results are shown in Table 2 (top). This model showed a significant effect of step (p Ͻ .0001). There were also main effects of both age contrasts (p Ͻ .0001). This was because of small shifts in the category boundary across the ages. Crucially, there were significant interactions between step and young versus middle (p Ͻ .0001) and middle versus old (p Ͻ .0001). This indicates that the categorization boundary was steeper for the middle group than for the young group, and that the sharpening continued between the middle and old groups. The effect of step interacted with language (p ϭ .01), indicating a somewhat steeper slope for children with better language.
Fricative place of articulation. Trials were removed if the subject selected a non-s/͐ item (young: 43 trials; M ϭ 1.87 trials/participant; middle: 25 trials, M ϭ 1.04; old: 6 trials; M ϭ 0.24). Fricative identification showed the same pattern as voicing ( Figure 3C, D) : Listeners performed well on the endpoints with a steep transition and small changes in slope with age. We used the same statistical model as for voicing (Equation 1). There was a significant effect of step (p Ͻ .0001). There were no main effects of either age contrast, suggesting similar boundaries at all three ages. We found a significant Step ϫ Age interaction for the young versus middle contrast (p ϭ .014) and a marginal interaction for middle versus old (p ϭ .07). This supports a steepening of the slope with age. A significant interaction between step and language (p ϭ .0075) indicated that individuals with better language tended to have steeper slopes.
Summary. We found a steeper identification slope between 7 and 12 for both voicing and fricative continuums. Moreover, the older age group showed continued sharpening for voicing, with marginal evidence for fricatives. Both continua also showed some moderation by individual ability with sharper slopes for listeners with better language abilities. This document is copyrighted by the American Psychological Association or one of its allied publishers. This article is intended solely for the personal use of the individual user and is not to be disseminated broadly.
Overview of Eye-Movement Analysis
Analysis of the eye-movements started by computing the proportion of trials on which the participant was looking at each competitor at each 4-ms time slice for each condition. Figure 4 shows timecourse functions for endpoint stimuli. We designate the object consistent with the current step as the target (e.g., for a 0-ms VOT, the /b/ item) and its minimal pair the competitor (e.g., the /p/ item). Meaningful fixations began at about 300 ms, reflecting 200 ms to plan an eye movement, plus 100 ms of silence at stimulus onset. After that, looks to the target increase, and competitors receive more looks than unrelated objects briefly. Fricatives (Panels D-F) showed more competition and a slower timecourse than did stops (Panels A-C), consistent with prior studies (Galle, 2014; Galle, Klein-Packard, Schreiber, & McMurray, 2018) . A few developmental patterns are apparent (Supplement S4 for complete analyses). First, as in Rigler et al. (2015) , the slope of target looking increases with age. Second, competitor looks (relative to unrelated items) increase slightly with development. For stops, at 7-8, competitors are barely fixated more than the unrelated, whereas by 12-18 years they receive more looks. Fricatives may be more complex with changes in both the degree and timing.
The Temporal Unfolding of Speech Categorization and Its Development
Mouse click results suggested speech categorization continues to develop through adolescence, though effects were small. We extend that by using the fixation record to ask how this categorization unfolds in real-time-between the moment of hearing the stimulus, and the response-and how these dynamics change with development. This may offer a more sensitive way to address how late speech categorization develops (Question 1), because this This article is intended solely for the personal use of the individual user and is not to be disseminated broadly.
analysis may detect developmental differences that affect early processing, but not late processing. We first computed how strongly participants were committed to one candidate at each moment during processing. For voicing, bias bp was the average looks (across trials) to the /p/ items minus those to the /b/ items. For fricatives, bias ͐s was looks to the /s/ items minus those to the /͐/ items. Bias was computed each 20 ms for each continuum step (ignoring the response). Figure 5 shows a visualization of this (for cool animations, see http://osf.io/w5bqg). By the end of processing, all groups showed steep categorization, consistent with mouse clicking (Figure 3) . But there were developmental differences. For voicing ( Figure 5 , A-C), by the end of processing (ϳ14,00 ms), there were differences in the asymptotes between 7-and 8-year-olds and 12-to 13-year-olds. There are also differences at the intermediate time points. At 600 ms ( Figure 6A ), 7-to 8-year-olds are barely off chance, while 12-to 13-year-olds and 17-to 18-year-olds have made a partial commitment. At 800 ms, 7-to 8-year-olds are far from their ultimate level of performance, while 12-to 13-year-olds are much closer, and 17-to 18-year-olds are indistinguishable from it. For fricatives, processing is delayed by several hundred milliseconds and with marked developmental differences.
2 These are seen at 800, 1,000, and 1,200 ms, where even the 12-to 13-yearolds and 17-to 18-year-olds differ ( Figure 6B ).
For analysis, we fit a four-parameter logistic (Equation 2) to the data for each participant at each time (e.g., Figure 6 ), to estimate the shape of the categorization function at that time.
This equation describes a sigmoidal function of continuum step that starts at a lower asymptote (baseline or b), and transitions to an upper asymptote (or peak, p). The crossover is described by c, and the slope at the crossover by s. This function was fit to each participants' bias at each time using a constrained gradient descent algorithm . Fits were good (b/p: average r ϭ .926; ͐/s: r ϭ .892). We excluded a small number of fits (b/p: 138/7474; ͐/s: 274/6816) with poor correlations (r Ͻ .4). These were almost entirely in the first few hundred milliseconds when the data were noisy and were evenly distributed across age groups.
Our analysis focused on two parameters of the logistic that describe categorization. First, we asked how the categorization slope (s) changes with time and age. Second, we examined the separation of the asymptotes or categorization amplitude (p-b). This offers a measure of the confidence of the decision. Figure 7 shows the categorization slope and amplitude over time and age. Developmental effects were seen for both continua. The largest differences are between 7-and 8-year-olds and 12-to 13-year-olds, where even at the end of processing (ϳ2,000 ms) differences are seen for both continua. However, particularly for amplitude, there were earlier points in processing (e.g., prior to 1,300 ms) where 12-to 13-year-olds differed from 17-to 18-year-olds. Fricatives (Panels B and D) show a much shallower categorization slope overall than voicing and are delayed to reach peak.
We averaged slope or amplitude across 100 ms to examine a smaller number of times. We then compared slope or amplitude at these time-points between adjacent ages (Table 3) . Because we were making a large number of comparisons (but did not want to make strong claims about any one), p values were adjusted to maintain a constant False Discovery Rate (Benjamini & Hochberg, 1985) , rather than with a more conservative family-wise error more correction.
For voicing, the youngest group differed from the middle group in both slope and amplitude throughout the timecourse of processing, and the middle and older group differed in amplitude through approximately 700 ms. This can be seen in Figure 6A , which shows bias bp at each age group at 600 ms. Similarly, for fricative place we observed differences between the younger and middle group at all times, but only marginally significant differences between the middle and older group at the intermediate times points (i.e., 700 -1,000; Figure 6B ).
For a deeper analysis of the real-time changes in categorization, we further fit a four-parameter logistic to the categorization slope and amplitude estimates over time. This was done separately for the b/p and ͐/s continua for each participant. The resulting parameters were then compared between adjacent age groups to determine the effect of age on the timecourse of the slope and amplitude of the categorization function (Table 4) .
For b/p, categorization amplitude ( Figure 7A ) grew slower over time (had a later crossover and a shallower slope) in 7-to 8-yearold than 12-to 13-year-olds, and in 12-to 13-year-olds than 17-to 18-year-old children. It also reached a lower ultimate value in the 7-to 8-year-old versus the 12-to 13-year-old age groups, but did not differ for the older groups. We found fewer differences on the slope of the b/p categorization function ( Figure 7C) ; however, the ultimate slope (asymptote) was lower in 7-to 8-year-old than 12-to 13-year-old children. The ͐/s continuum showed similar results. Categorization amplitude ( Figure 7B ) grew slower in 7-to 8-yearold and 12-to 13-year-old children, and between 12-to 13-and 17-to 18-year-old children. Amplitude also had a marginally lower ultimate asymptote in 7-to 8-year-olds than in 12-to 13-year-olds (no difference between older groups). Categorization slope in fricatives ( Figure 7D) showed differences between the 7-8 and 12-13 age groups in the ultimate asymptotic slope, but no other differences.
Together, these analyses suggest that the dynamics of speech categorization differ well into adolescence. While the most robust differences were seen in the dynamics of the categorization amplitude over time, younger listeners also differed in slope.
Development of Within-Category Sensitivity
Our final analysis investigated the structure of children's phonetic categories over and above changes in overt identification. As described, a shallower identification slope (in younger children) could arise even with no difference in the mapping between cues and categories; for example, if noise in VOT encoding causes tokens near the boundary to be miscategorized. To more directly assess the gradiency of the mappings, we used a technique from prior work (McMurray et al., 2002 (McMurray et al., , 2008 ) that examines sensitivity to VOT (or other cues) while controlling for the response. This eliminates trials in which encoding noise caused the subject to make the wrong response.
For this, we first recoded continuum step as distance from each participant's boundary (Relative Step [rStep] ). This eliminates the possibility that variability in the boundary across subjects could make an age-group look more gradient. To compute boundaries, we fit the four-parameter logistic (2) to each child's identification data, separately for b/p and ͐/s continua. Because the boundary also varies across words, we fit logistic functions to each item (averaged across participants). Then for each trial, we computed the boundary by adding the participant's boundary to the deviation of the item boundary from the grand mean. Continuum step was then recomputed as rStep, the distance from that boundary. Negative rSteps corresponded to /b/ and /͐/, and positive to /p/ and /s/. Finally, we removed trials on which the participant chose the competitor (e.g., for negative rSteps, /p/or /s/; for positive rSteps, /b/ or /͐/). Finally, we examined looks to the competitor to estimate how strongly competitor looking was sensitive to withincategory VOT (or frication step) differences with VOT or frication step now coded as distance from that participants own boundary (rStep).
This procedure isolated only trials in which tokens were clearly on the target side of the continuum and the target was chosen to somewhat isolate differences in category structure from other factors. Figure 8 shows looks to the competitor as a function of time and rStep, averaged across all ages. As in prior studies, we see a gradient response: for rSteps far from the boundary (Ϯ3) participants made few competitor looks, and this increased as rStep approached the boundary (moved toward 0). For statistical analyses, we computed the area under the curve (AUC) at each rStep. We averaged over 300 -2,300 ms for stops and 600 -2,600 ms for fricatives. The 300-ms onset for b/p stimuli is consistent with prior work (McMurray et al., 2002) and reflects 100 ms of silence at stimulus onset and a 200-ms oculomotor delay; the later onset for fricatives is based on work suggesting that lexical access does not begin until the offset of fricatives (Galle et al., 2018; McMurray et al., 2016) . Figure 9 shows AUC as a function of rStep and age. It suggests a large difference in overall competitor looks, with younger children showing more competitor activation than 12-to 13-and 17-to 18-year-olds. It also suggests differences in the degree of sensitivity to within-category differences, with younger children showing very little effect of rStep and the older age groups showing more. Because heightened within-category sensitivity is This document is copyrighted by the American Psychological Association or one of its allied publishers. This article is intended solely for the personal use of the individual user and is not to be disseminated broadly.
thought to mirror more gradient categories (McMurray et al., 2002) , this would appear to conflict with the shallower slope of the mouse-click identification functions (which we return to in the Discussion). Statistical analyses used these AUC estimates as the dependent variable in a linear mixed effects model. Separate AUC estimates were computed for each participant, for each continuum (item), at each rStep. AUC was log-transformed to eliminate skewed residuals. Each model included fixed effects of rStep (centered) and a quadratic term (rStep 2 ) to account for nonlinearities in the response to rStep. Age group was a between-subjects fixed effect (coded, as before, in terms of two contrast codes), and we assessed the age Group ϫ rStep interaction. As in prior work (McMurray et al., 2016) , we included looks to the competitor when it was unrelated (e.g., looks to the /b/ object when the stimulus was /s/ or /͐/) as a covariate (centered) to account for differences between participants and items in overall looking.
Random effects were based on prior studies (McMurray et al., , 2016 ) using this paradigm. These included random intercepts for subject and item, as well as random linear and quadratic slopes of rStep on subject. Because not all subjects had the same number of eligible trials, we weighted the model responses based on the number of trials contributing to the value. The resulting model in shown in Equation 3. Stop voicing. We started by examining the voiced side of the VOT continua (Figure 9A , left; Table 5 , top). We found a significant effect of rStep (p Ͻ .0001) and rStep 2 (p ϭ .0175), with more looks for tokens near the boundary. We also saw more overall competitor looking in 12-to 13-than 7-to 8-year-olds (p ϭ .0001), and in 17-to 18-than 12-to 13-year-olds (p ϭ .0036). Finally, there was a nearly significant interaction between the linear effect of rStep and the young versus middle contrast (p ϭ .052) indicating reduced sensitivity to VOT in the 7-to 8-year-lds than 12-to 13-year-olds.
We next examined the voiceless side of the continuum ( Figure  9A , right; Table 5 , bottom). Again, we found significant effects of rStep (p Ͻ .0001), and a quadratic effect (p ϭ .00025), accounting for the flattening of the function at high rSteps. We also found increased overall competitor looking for younger subjects at both age contrasts (YvM: p Ͻ .0001; MvO: p Ͻ .0001). Children with poorer language showed increased competitor looks (p ϭ .0083), though this did not interact with rStep. There were significant interactions of rStep with both age contrasts (YvM: p ϭ .042; MvO: p ϭ .046), and marginal interactions with the quadratic effect of rStep. With age, participants showed increasing sensitivity to gradient differences in VOT.
Fricative place of articulation. We next examined the /͐/ side of the fricative continua (Figure 9B , left; Table 6 , top). We found significant effects of rStep (p Ͻ .0001), and rStep 2 (p ϭ .0008) indicating increasing competitor looks as rStep approached the boundary. We also found significant differences in overall looking at both age contrasts (YvM: p ϭ .01; MvO: .025). The interaction between rStep and the middle versus old age group was significant (p ϭ .0098), indicating greater sensitivity to finegrained detail in the older listeners. Finally, we examined the /s/ side ( Figure 9B right; Table 6 , bottom). We found significant effects of rStep (p Ͻ .0001) and rStep 2 (p ϭ .0025). There were significant differences in overall competitor looking at both age contrasts (p Ͻ .0001; p Ͻ .0001), indicating a general decrease in looks to the competitor with age. The rStep ϫ Age was marginally significant in the young versus middle contrast (p ϭ .063).
Summary. These analyses showed a gradient effect of withincategory differences on competitor activation, consistent with work on adults (Andruski et al., 1994; McMurray et al., 2008; McMurray et al., 2002) and adolescents . We also saw heightened competitor looks at both age contrasts: Older children suppress competitors more completely. We also observed (for voicing continua) increased competitor looks in children with poorer language that did not interact with rStep. This replicates showing that language ability affects the degree of competitor looks but does not moderate gradient category structure. Crucially, the degree of gradiency Step 7 This document is copyrighted by the American Psychological Association or one of its allied publishers.
(rStep) interacted with age. For stops, there were differences in gradiency between young and middle age groups for /b/ and between all three age groups for /p/; fricatives were more limited with interactions only at the middle versus old contrast for /͐/ and marginally for the younger contrast for /s/. However, there were no interactions in the opposite direction (more categorical with age). Thus, children become more sensitive to fine-grained withincategory structure over development.
General Discussion
This study had four key findings. First, consistent with prior work (Hazan & Barrett, 2000; Nittrouer, 1992 Nittrouer, , 2002 Nittrouer & Miller, 1997; Slawinski & Fitzgerald, 1998) , the steepness of phoneme categorization (Figure 3 ) develops throughout childhood. Effects were numerically small but reliable, and for fricatives, related to language ability. Second, much larger effects were observed in the real-time dynamics of categorization (eye movements; Figure 5 , 6). These were visible throughout the timecourse of processing, but strongest at intermediate times (e.g., 600 -1,000 ms). Third, we saw development in the degree of lexical competition. This appeared as heightened competitor looks, regardless of VOT or frication step (main effect of age in Figure 9 ; Supplement S4, available online as supplemental material). Younger children activated competing words more than older children. Finally, we found differences in sensitivity to within-category acoustic detail (the slope of the effect of step on looking in Figure 9 ). We observed increasing sensitivity to within-category differences (steeper slope) through 18 years for some conditions. We discuss each of these findings before turning to potential developmental implications. We start by raising several limitations that may qualify these interpretations.
Limitations
There are four major limitations. First, for both continua, the boundary was not well centered. This was likely because stimuli were piloted over headphones but tested in a soundfield. If the soundfield attenuated low frequencies, this could account for the "left shift" of both boundaries. This is not ideal, but it is unlikely This document is copyrighted by the American Psychological Association or one of its allied publishers. This article is intended solely for the personal use of the individual user and is not to be disseminated broadly.
to give rise to our effects. There is no reason why it could lead to spurious changes in slope over development. While the rStep ϫ Age interaction was not observed on each side of the continua, the results did not seem to break down consistently by side. There was a significant effect of rStep for all four analyses, and Age ϫ rStep interactions were sometimes only on the short side and sometimes only on the long side. Second, we only tested two of the many phonetic contrasts relevant for children. We cannot assume that any phonetic contrast is representative of speech as a whole. Categorical perception, for example, is less robust in vowels (Fry, Abramson, Eimas, & Liberman, 1962) and fricatives (Healy & Repp, 1982) , and fricatives may be integrated with other portions of the signal differently from other speech sounds (Galle et al., 2018; Ishida, Samuel, & Arai, 2016) . Moreover, frequency differences among phonemes could contribute to the rate or robustness of their development (Thiessen & Pavlik, 2016) . Thus, these findings should be extended to other speech sounds. However, our primary findings are likely robust. The steepening categorization slope (Figure 3 , 5) has been observed for many speech sounds including laterals, vowels, stop consonants and fricatives (Hazan & Barrett, 2000; Nittrouer, 2002; Slawinski & Fitzgerald, 1998) . Moreover, within-category gradiency ( Figure 9 ) was highly similar between stops and fricatives. Thus, both findings are likely robust, though their developmental timecourses may differ across speech sounds.
Third, it is unknown whether the way that lexical representations are mapped to fixations in the VWP changes with development. Such changes cannot be ruled out as a partial source of the developmental changes seen here. However, we note that the one study to systematically examine effects of nonverbal IQ and language on the VPP found no effect of IQ, but significant effects of language (McMurray, Samelson, Lee, & Tomblin, 2010) , suggesting some specificity of the link between looking in the VWP and language (though this study only examined adolescents). Future work could address this with purely visual variants of the VWP (Farris-Trimble & McMurray, 2013) or converging language measures like event-related potentials.
Finally, participants were mostly in the typical range of language ability. As a consequence, it is unclear whether these This article is intended solely for the personal use of the individual user and is not to be disseminated broadly.
findings would look different in children at lower levels of language and/or reading ability who may follow a different developmental trajectory. This paradigm has been used in 16-to 18-year-olds with language impairment (LI; McMurray et al., 2014) , and LI did not moderate the effect of rStep. This effect is partially replicated here (the effect of composite language on competitor looks) and is distinct from the effects of development we observed. Thus, it is unlikely that younger impaired children would show a different pattern. However, extending this to younger children and to children with dyslexia (which may be linked to phonological deficits; Bishop & Snowling, 2004) remains an important area for research. B. Fricative Place Figure 9 . Area under the curve (AUC, log scaled) for competitor fixations as a function of rStep and age. rStep was treated as a continuous variable for analysis but rounded here for ease of visualization. This document is copyrighted by the American Psychological Association or one of its allied publishers.
The Sharpening of Phoneme Identification
The slope of the phoneme identification function steepens with development ( Figure 3 ). Effects were small but statistically robust in mouse clicks, showing changes between ages 7 and 12 for voicing and fricatives and continued development through age 18 for voicing. This is consistent with prior studies (Hazan & Barrett, 2000; Nittrouer, 2002; Slawinski & Fitzgerald, 1998) , though we further extend the developmental window showing changes in voicing categorization (and possibly fricatives) between 12 and 18. When we examined the dynamic unfolding of categorization (Figure 5 and 6 ; http://osf.io/w5bqg), we saw much bigger effects. Between ages 7 and 12, there were differences in the ultimate steepness and amplitude of the function (at the end of processing), and the speed at which children achieved this; between ages 12 and 18, it appeared mostly in the rapidity with which children reached their asymptotic levels.
Thus, even "low-level" abilities like speech categorization develop slowly through adolescence. One could dismiss the differences in dynamic identification as mere performance (i.e., children are getting more efficient at accessing knowledge they acquired earlier). However, when we look at the other findings (changes in within category sensitivity, reduction of competitor activation), this underdescribes the developmental phenomena. It is important that speech categorization did not reach asymptotic levels until 1,200 -1,400 ms. Under typical speech rates, by 1,200 ms, children might hear 4 to 5 words-maybe 25 phonemes! As a result, asymptotic behavior is likely a poor descriptor of the speech abilities that children bring to real-world speech perception; rather, performance after only a few hundred milliseconds might map more closely to real-world performance (cf., Spivey, 2007) . This underscores the importance of examining the automaticity of language processing with dynamic online measures.
The Development of Gradient Categories
Our analysis of within-category was intended to partially isolate the category structure (e.g., the gradient mapping from continuous representations of cues like VOT to phoneme categories) from other factors. It minimized the contribution of trial-by-trial noise in encoding continuous cues (e.g., VOT, frication spectra) by eliminating these "misheard" trials prior to examining the eyemovements.
3 It also isolated development in the overall degree of lexical competition (the main effect of age in Figure 9 ) from category structure (rStep ϫ Age interactions), because lexical competition should affect all steps along the continuum equally. Finally, because the VWP offers a more probabilistic measure (people can look at multiple objects over the trial) that is largely implicit, it was likely to be less sensitive to response-level demands (e.g., to always chose the more active category) that could develop. In this way, these results (e.g., Figure 9 ) offered a cleaner assessment the internal structure of the categories, the graded mapping between regions of cue-space and categories. This document is copyrighted by the American Psychological Association or one of its allied publishers.
Given this logic, we found robust evidence for differences in within-category sensitivity over development. This appeared to take the form of less gradient categories early in development, which was most robustly observed for voicing, but also appeared in fricatives. Thus, it appears that as a whole, children develop gradient, within-category activation of lexical competitors over the course of late childhood and early adolescence.
While we attribute this within-category activation to the underlying category structure, there is one alternative hypothesis that was not addressed. At the cue level, it is possible that the issue is not trial-by-trial noise (which our method rules out), but rather the way individual cue values are represented. Consider a model in which cue-values like VOT are represented as a sort of topographic map, with low VOTs at one extreme and high on the other. One source of developmental change might be the precision of encoding on this map (e.g., differences in the "tuning curves" for cues like VOT). For example, in older children, VOTs could be coded highly precisely, with a VOT of 18 ms only activating a narrow region near 18 ms. In contrast, in younger children, they could be more coarsely coded with a VOT of 18 ms partially activating regions corresponding to 12 and/or 24 ms (this would look something like online supplemental Figure S2C ). This difference would not necessarily alter the final response (because the 18-ms region was the most active in both cases), but could lead to less sensitivity to fine-grained differences because in younger children, the pattern of activity across the VOT map when an 18-ms VOT is heard will partially overlap with the pattern for a 12-ms VOT. This overlap would be seen even if the learned mappings between regions of the cue space and the categories was the same over development. While we cannot rule this out, it is consistent with our broader hypothesis that a crucial development is the functional amount of gradiency in the speech categories, and conversely the functional sensitivity of the system to fine-grained detail. It leaves open the question as to whether this primarily develops via increased precision of cue-encoding (sharpening of the tuning curves), or via changes to category structure.
Regardless of the mechanisms, the increase in gradiency is striking given that the interaction took the opposite form in the identification measures. At face value, a shallower identification slope (in younger children) would seem to predict more sensitivity to within-category detail. Thus, one might have predicted that children start gradient, but make more confident (sharper) decisions about the category with development. This is consistent with studies like Clayards et al. (2008) that tie both the slope of the categorization function and the degree of gradiency to confidence in the categorization decision. However, this is not what we observed. Over development, children are tuning the structure of the categories to be more sensitive to fine-grained differences (more gradient), not more categorical.
Our results are also consistent with a variety of studies in adults that suggest sensitivity to small within-category differences could be beneficial for coping with uncertainty (Clayards et al., 2008; McMurray, Tanenhaus, et al., 2009) , for integrating multiple cues (Kapnoula et al., 2017) , and for harnessing fine-grained detail for anticipating future events (Gow, 2001) . Our data suggests children are learning to deploy these strategies, and at late ages. Ultimately, these strategies allow them to make a more confident (i.e., more categorical) phoneme judgment. Distinct phoneme categories are not just a product of accurately learned boundaries or templates.
Rather, distinct categories derive from active perceptual processes by which listener compensate for variability, "explain" the variability in the input, and most importantly here, manage ambiguity (McMurray & Jongman, 2011) . These processes go significantly beyond simply matching the input to learned boundaries or templates. The present study suggests that these real-time processes develop late as children learn to solve the problem of acoustic variability.
This suggests that the cause of a shallower identification slope may not be the same as the cause of more gradient within-category responding. Supporting this, Kapnoula et al. (2017) compared the slope from a goodness rating task (tracking gradient responding) with that from a traditional 2AFC phoneme identification task and found almost no correlation. An analysis of the pattern of variance across the tasks suggested that the 2AFC task may better reflect noise in the signal, whereas the rating task reflects the mappings. Thus, the slope of the identification task may ultimately have little to do with the structure of the category.
Lexical Competition
We also saw differences in the amount of lexical competition with age ( Figure 9 and Supplement S4, available online in the supplemental material, for an analysis of the timecourse). It revealed significant reductions in overall competition between both age contrasts, which cannot be attributed to merely looking around more, because these analyses accounted for differences in unrelated looks. The reduction in competition was accompanied by increases in the speed of activating the target (online Supplement S4), similar to prior work (Rigler et al., 2015; Sekerina & Brooks, 2007) . It suggests that competition is not simply a product of ambiguity in the signal. Rather, over development, children learn to manage this competition, with a protracted developmental timecourse.
Developmental Processes
Taken as a whole, these results suggest that multiple aspects of speech perception and spoken word recognition are developing throughout childhood and adolescence. What mechanisms might support these changes?
A prominent theory of speech development in infancy is distributional learning, the idea that children use the statistical distribution of cue values to acquire phonological categories (de Boer & Kuhl, 2003; Maye et al., 2002; . However, this is likely only part of the story. Typical estimates suggest children hear 17,000 words/day (Hart & Risley, 1995) ; if these are coupled to CHILDES estimates of word frequencies, on a typical day, children likely hear 5,250 word-initial stop consonants and 1,994 sibilants. By age 7, that's 13.4 million stops and 5.1 million fricatives. Given the robust statistical distributions of these cues, it is unlikely that further input after age 7 is necessary for learning. If statistical learning is insufficient, these changes likely derive from a broader developmental system in which multiple factors in the child and environment contribute.
One possibility may be improvements in inhibitory control or executive function. Hypothetically, better top-down inhibition could help children suppress competitors and make more discrete decisions about words and phonemes, and adolescence is a time of This document is copyrighted by the American Psychological Association or one of its allied publishers.
large changes in executive function and cognitive control (Welsh & Pennington, 1988) . While this cannot be ruled out, it may not be directly related to speech. Most models of spoken word recognition do not use domain general inhibition or control processes to suppress competitors; rather inhibition is viewed as a local property within the system (McClelland & Elman, 1986) . Supporting this, relationships between speech categorization and executive function are small and often not significant in adults (Kapnoula et al., 2017; Kong & Edwards, 2016) . One possibility is that earlier in development, competition is suppressed via cognitive control and over development these become automatized within lexical processing. As an alternative, executive function could play a role in the response system which maps phoneme or lexical activation to the task. A second factor is the lexical growth. Children learn thousands of words during school-age years. This dramatic growth of the lexicon could alter speech perception. A larger lexica could force changes in lexical competition to help make lexical access more efficient. At a fine-grained level, the need to distinguish so many words could put pressure on the system to more precisely specify phonological categories (Metsala & Walley, 1998; Walley, Metsala, & Garlock, 2003) . As an alternative, the presence of known words in the lexicon could provide a feedback signal to help listeners cope with ambiguous tokens (Feldman et al., 2013) ; this "clean up" signal could help children refine their categories.
Reading instruction may also be a factor, particularly, during the earlier developmental period studied (7-12). In many reading and spelling curricula, children receive some training in phonological tasks like rhyme judgments, as well as explicit training in letter/ sound mappings. This may force children into a more phonemic (rather than holistic) mode of representing the input (Dich & Cohn, 2013) . In this way, it may be useful to compare children taught primarily with whole language to those taught with phoneme awareness and phonics.
While lexical growth and reading instruction may account for improvements in speech perception and word recognition as a whole, can they also account for the improvements in children's sensitivity to fine-grained continuous detail (Figure 9 )? One possibility is that lexical or orthographic representations serve as an anchor. Lexical representations could help listeners access an idealized auditory representation of the word or phoneme, much in the way that people confronted with an unfamiliar word often ask for it to be spelled. Once the listener knows what a word is supposed to sound like (e.g., it is supposed to have a VOT of 0 ms), this may then permit a more detailed analysis of the signal by computing the difference from the current signal and these idealized expectations (McMurray & Jongman, 2011) . It remains to be seen whether this can account for developmental change, but it may represent an avenue by which fine-grained auditory perception can improve with changes in lexical or orthographic knowledge.
Broader Implications
Substantial work on developmental and individual differences is needed to disentangle these hypotheses. However, several concrete findings of the present study constrain such explanations. The first is that speech perception development is a long-term process that occurs throughout childhood (and for parallels in speech production, see Sadagopan & Smith, 2008) . Second, children grow more sensitive to fine-grained, gradient detail over development. Third, multiple aspects of speech perception are developing in concert with lexical processes. Speech development may derive from a complex developmental system, and not from simple perceptual learning.
The sharpening of identification functions typically observed in development, along with the finding that impaired listeners show shallower identification slopes (Coady, Evans, Mainela-Arnold, & Kluender, 2007; Godfrey, Syrdal-Lasky, Millay, & Knox, 1981; Thibodeau & Sussman, 1979; Werker & Tees, 1987; though see McMurray et al., 2014) has suggested that gradiency is suboptimal-the system is "trying" to suppress seemingly irrelevant within-category detail. In contrast, this study (aligning with more recent adult work) shows that the ability to represent and use such gradient information actively develops quite slowly, underscoring the potential functional value of these representations.
This work also has important applied implications. It is well known that meta phonological skills (e.g., phoneme awareness, rhyme awareness) in preschool and kindergarten predict reading outcomes (Parrila, Kirby, & McQuarrie, 2004; Torgesen, Wagner, Rashotte, Burgess, & Hecht, 1997) , and training paradigms (Bus & van Ijzendoorn, 1999) and curricula emphasizing phoneme awareness (Ehri et al., 2001) lead to reading gains. Phoneme awareness training, however, is often predicated on the assumption that speech perception, and lexical processing is developed by this age. An understanding of the ongoing development of speech, the precise components that are developing, and the mechanisms of development may help shape how phoneme awareness is assessed and taught.
Similarly, work on LI has often stressed the possibility of an auditory or phonological deficit (Bishop & Snowling, 2004; McArthur & Bishop, 2004) . However, McMurray et al. (2014) used a nearly identical paradigm with adolescents with and without LI and found only a lexical deficit-there was no rStep ϫ VOT interaction. They suggest a lexical deficit may be a better characterization of LI than a phonological one. This study extends that by suggesting that such deficits in LI are not merely "delayed development." Younger typical children show a very different profile Rigler et al., 2015) . Thus, while the deficits may be primarily lexical, they may also be unique to LI.
Conclusions
The development of speech perception has long been framed in terms of the problem of acoustic variability: how can a child identify the correct boundaries given the variability in the input? However, a close consideration of phonetic data suggests that such boundaries may not be sufficient. Even if a child could find the right boundaries, phonemes overlap heavily, and many tokens will be mis-identified. This problem may be even worse in infant directed speech, which is more variable than adult directed (Cristia & Seidl, 2014; Martin et al., 2015; McMurray, Kovack-Lesh, Goodwin, & McEchron, 2013) . We suggest a need to reframe the developmental problem. Children do not need to just identify the categories; they must also develop real-time processing skills to deal with variability, skills like compensating for talker identity and coarticulation (McMurray & Jongman, 2011) , managing uncertainty (Clayards et al., 2008) , and accessing lexical representaThis document is copyrighted by the American Psychological Association or one of its allied publishers.
tions more automatically. As the present study demonstrates, when viewed through the lens of these real-time processes, the development of speech perception may be more protracted and multifaceted than previously considered.
